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CANONICAL HEIGHTS FOR CORRESPONDENCES
PATRICK INGRAM
Abstract. The canonical height associated to a polarized endomporhism of
a projective variety, constructed by Call and Silverman and generalizing the
Ne´ron-Tate height on a polarized Abelian variety, plays an important role in
the arithmetic theory of dynamical systems. We generalize this construction
to polarized correspondences, prove various fundamental properties, and show
how the global canonical height decomposes as an integral of a local height over
the space of absolute values on the algebraic closure of the field of definition.
1. Introduction
1.1. Dynamics of correspondences. Let X be an algebraic variety defined over
some field K, and let C be a correspondence on X , by which we mean a subvariety
C ⊆ X × X such that the coordinate projections are both finite and surjective.
We may think of the points X(K) as a set of vertices, with the points C(K)
defining directed edges between those vertices, and inquire about the structure of
the resulting graph. For instance, if f : X → X is a finite morphism, then the graph
of f defines a correspondence on X , and the paths in the aforementioned directed
graph correspond to orbits in the sense of dynamics. Thus the study of paths in
the directed graph associated to a correspondence is a natural generalization of the
study of dynamical systems.
The purpose of this note is to associate a canonical height to certain correspon-
dences over number fields in a way which generalizes the Call-Silverman canonical
height associated to a polarized algebraic dynamical system [8]. We note that
Autissier [1, 2] has previously considered canonical heights associated to correspon-
dences, but our construction differs significantly from his; the relation between the
two is discussed in Remark 1.2 below.
In the study of the iteration of a morphism f : X → X , orbits are defined
entirely in terms of their initial points (we shall henceforth refer to this as the
deterministic case), and so many statements about orbits end up being quantified
over the set of points X(K) or X(K), rather than over the set of orbits per se. In
the study of correspondences this becomes inappropriate, and so we define below
a path space pi : P → X for a given correspondence, parametrizing paths through
the aforementioned directed graph, with initial vertex indicated by pi. We will
also construct a shift map σ : P → P which corresponds to stepping forward once
along the path (or, equivalently, forgetting the first vertex of a path). These objects
can be constructed in the category of K-schemes, but generally not in the category
of varieties over K, a distinction which becomes important in our discussion of
local and global heights. We define P and σ explicitly in Section 2, but for now
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the reader in encouraged to simply think of P(K) as being the set of paths whose
points all sit in X(K).
1.2. The global canonical height. When K is a number field, one of the central
tools in the study of polarized algebraic dynamical systems over K is the canonical
height hˆX,f,L : X(K) → R of Call and Silverman [8], a construction extending
classical work of Ne´ron and Tate in the context of abelian varieties. Here X is a
projective variety, f : X → X is an endomorphism, and L is an ample divisor on
X satisfying f∗L ∼ αL in Div(X)⊗ R, for some real α > 1. Our first result is the
existence of a generalization of the Call-Silverman canonical height in the context
of dynamical correspondences.
Let C be a correspondence onX as above, and let x, y : C → X be the coordinate
projections. We will say that this correspondence is polarized if and only if there
exists an ample Cartier divisor L ∈ Div(X)⊗R and a real number α > 1 such that
y∗L is linearly equivalent to αx∗L. It is easy to check that in the case where C is
the graph of a morphism f : X → X , the correspondence is polarized just in case
the algebraic dynamical system is polarized in the usual sense.
Theorem 1.1. Given a correspondence C on X, defined over a number field K and
polarized by L ∈ Div(X)⊗R and α > 1, there exists a function hˆX,C,L : P(K)→ R
such that for all P ∈ P(K)
hˆX,C,L(σ(P )) = αhˆX,C,L(P )
and
hˆX,C,L(P ) = hX,L(pi(P )) +O(1).
As one might suspect, in the case where C is the graph of a morphism f : X → X ,
we simply recover the usual canonical height (and in this case pi : P → X turns
out to be an isomorphism).
Remark 1.2. Autissier [2] constructs a canonical height associated to a correspon-
dence under certain conditions, and we reflect here on the relation between the
constructions. Specifically, suppose that we are in the context of Theorem 1.1 with
the additional hypothesis that α ∈ Q. Then Autissier constructs a real-valued
function h′X,C,L on 1-cycles of X with the property that
h′X,C,L(C∗D) = deg(x)h
′
X,C,L(D) + deg(x) deg(DK)h0,
where C∗ = y∗x
∗ and h0 is the charge of the correspondence, defined in [2].
Autissier’s heigh is defined on (1-cycles on) X(K), while the height constructed
in Theorem 1.1 is a function on P(K). Note, however, that for any a ∈ X(K),
the fibre pi−1(a) ⊆ P(K) naturally admits the structure of a probability space.
One may construct this measure as the inverse limit of the uniform distribution on
paths of length n (weighting the paths appropriately when there is ramification),
and it is easy to show that hˆX,C,L becomes a measurable function on this space,
that is, a random variable. Let EhˆX,C,L(a) denote the expected value of hˆX,C,L(P )
for pi(P ) = a, in other words
EhˆX,C,L(a) =
∫
pi(P )=a
hˆX,C,L(P )dµ(P ),
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where µ is the distribution defined above. It is easy to confirm from Theorem 1.1
that (extending this function linearly to 1-cycles)
EhˆX,C,L(C∗a) = deg(x)EhˆX,C,L(a).
Since
EhˆX,C,L(a) = hX,L(a) +O(1) = h
′
X,C,L(a) +O(1),
we see that in the special case h0 = 0 and deg(x) > 1, we must actually have
h′X,C,L = EhˆX,C,L. In other words, at least in some cases, Autissier’s canonical
height is the average value of the canonical height constructed in this note.
One of the useful features of the canonical height in deterministic arithmetic
dynamics is that its vanishing identifies the preperiodic orbits. A path P ∈ P(K)
will be called repetitive if and only if pi ◦ σn(P ) = pi ◦ σm(P ) for some n 6= m (in
other words, if and only if the path passes through some vertex twice). Note that,
unlike in the case of deterministic dynamics, repetitive paths need not repeat more
than once.
Corollary 1.3. The set of points a ∈ X(K) such that pi−1(a) ⊆ P(K) contains a
repetitive path is a set of bounded height. In particular, there are only finitely many
a ∈ X(K) which are the initial vertex of some repetitive path over K.
Note that it is quite important, in the statement of the corollary, that we consider
paths defined over the algebraic closure. Unlike in the deterministic case, paths are
not generally defined over the field of definition of the initial point, and indeed are
typically not even defined over a finite extension of this field. Furthermore, the
finiteness in the above statement must apply to initial points, rather than paths,
since it is easy to construct examples wherein pi−1(a) contains uncountably many
repetitive paths for a single a ∈ X(K). In order to elucidate the situation, we
present an example below. A path P ∈ P(K) is said to be finitely supported if and
only if the set of points of the form pi ◦ σn(P ) ∈ X(K) is finite as n varies, in other
words, if and only if there are only finitely many distinct points of X occurring as
vertices in the path. Note that this is a stronger condition than being repetitive,
and is strong enough to immediately imply hˆX,C,L(P ) = 0.
Example 1.4. Consider the correspondence defined on P1 by the closure in P1× P1
of the curve
C : y2 = x3 − x+ 1,
with x and y corresponding to the coordinate projections. Here P(Q) turns out to
be uncountable, but it is also true that every path in P(Q) is finitely supported.
There are two ways to see this latter claim.
First of all, the curve {
y2 = x3 − x+ 1
z2 = y3 − y + 1
}
parametrizing paths of length 3 under this correspondence is a curve of genus 6.
Hence, by Faltings’ Theorem, there are only finitely many points a ∈ P1(Q) from
which we may build a path of length 3, let alone an infinite path.
From another view, suppose that K/Q is the field of fractions of a DVR with
valuation v, and that (a, b) ∈ C(K), with v(a) < 0. Then we have v(b) = 32v(a)
and so, in particular, there can be no path P ∈ P(K) with initial vertex pi(P ) = a
(such a path would contradict v being discrete). Turning this around, if P ∈ P(Q),
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then each edge a → b of P must correspond to an integral point (a, b) ∈ C(Q). It
is an easy exercise to show that the integral points on C ⊆ P1 × P1 are precisely
{(−1,±1), (0,±1), (1,±1), (3,±5), (5,±11), (56,±419), (∞,∞)} .
In particular, the paths defined over Q are exactly those sequences with initial ver-
tex 0, 1, or −1, and subsequent vertices ±1. This shows that P(Q) is uncountable,
but is contained in only three fibres of pi : P → P1, and consists entirely of finitely
supported paths.
It is not difficult to extend this argument from integrality to show that, for
many interesting correspondences over a number field K, the collection P(K)
of K-rational paths is rather small, or at least rather pathological. Indeed, Ex-
ample 1.4 can easily be generalized to a large class correpondences of the form
g(y) = f(x), with g and f polynomials, via results of Bilu and Tichy [7] and Avanzi
and Zannier [3]. The aim of this remark is simply to convince the reader that one
should really consider paths defined over K, and that these are not a priori defined
over any finite extension of the base (see below).
1.3. Specialization. Our next result is a specialization theorem along the lines of
Theorem 4.1 of [8], but again the setting requires us to introduce some additional
technical details. If K is a number field and U/K is a curve, then we may consider
a family of correspondences over U , that is a family X → U and C ⊆ X ×U X
where, as usual, the projection maps are finite and surjective. Such an object is
said to be polarized if and only if there is an ample L ∈ Div(X) ⊗ R and a real
number α > 1 such that y∗L−αx∗L is linearly equivalent to a divisor fibral to the
projection C → U . One checks, then, that for all but finitely many t ∈ U(K), the
fibres Xt, Ct, Lt give a polarized correspondence over K(t).
Writing t = η for the generic point of U , Theorem 4.1 of [8] gives for deterministic
arithmetic dynamical systems the estimate
hˆX,f,L(Pt) =
(
hˆXη ,fη,Lη(Pη) + o(1)
)
hU (t)
where hU is any height on U with respect to a divisor class of degree 1, and o(1)→ 0
as hU (t)→∞ (see [11, 14, 15, 16] for improvements and variations in some special
cases).
Just as one would not like to consider only paths defined over a number field,
however, it turns out that considering only paths defined over U , or finite covers
thereof, is overly restrictive; it is easy to construct schemes U → U such that
P(U ) contains many interesting points which do not factor through finite V → U .
In simpler terms, elements of P(U) correspond to paths whose nodes are all k(U)-
rational and, since function fields of varieties are generally not algebraically closed,
this restriction rules out many interesting paths.
In order to give a wider class of paths to which our theorem will apply, we allow
ourselves to consider U -valued paths, for arbitrary U → U , as long as the initial
vertex is a U -point.
Theorem 1.5. Fix a family of polarized correspondences over U , as above, a dom-
inant morphism of schemes ϕ : U → U , and a path P ∈ P(U ) with pi(P ) ∈
X(U) ⊆ X(U ). Then for any height hU on U relative to a divisor class of degree
one,
hˆXϕ(t),Cϕ(t),Lϕ(t)(Pt) =
(
hˆXϕ(η),Cϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(Pη) + o(1)
)
hU (ϕ(t)),
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where o(1) → 0 as hU (ϕ(t)) → ∞. In particular, the height on the generic fibre
may be computed as
hˆXϕ(η),Cϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(Pη) = lim
hU (ϕ(t))→∞
hˆXϕ(t),Cϕ(t),Lϕ(t)(Pt)
hU (ϕ(t))
.
Corollary 1.6. With the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, let
Z = {t ∈ U (K) : Pt is finitely supported}.
Then either ϕ(Z) ∩ U(K) is finite, or else hˆXϕ(η),Cϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(Pη) = 0.
1.4. Local canonical heights. The construction of the canonical height above
parallels that of Call and Silverman very closely, but in the local theory we see a
more significant divergence. One of the fundamental facts about varieties X over
fields K is that
(1) X(K) =
⋃
[L:K]<∞
X(L).
Indeed, this is true whenever X is a K-scheme of finite type. This means that in
the development of local heights for varieties, it is always possible to work over
number fields; the theory over the algebraic closure follows once one shows that the
values of the functions are independent of the particular extension.
Since P is not of finite type, (1) does not hold. Indeed, Example 1.4 and
its generalizations proffer a bounty of instances in which, for every finite extension
L/K, the paths in P(L) consist of fairly pathological examples, far from the generic
behaviour in P(K). To remedy this, we employ Gubler’s theory of M -fields. The
following is essentially present in [12].
Theorem 1.7. Let k be the algebraic closure of a number field, and let Mk denote
the usual set of places of k. Then there exists a σ-algebra F of subsets of Mk and
a σ-finite measure µ : F → R such that the following holds: For any finite L/K
and any place v ∈ML, the set
Av,L = {w ∈Mk : v is the restriction to L of w}
is measurable, and
(2) µ(Av,L) =
[Lv : Kv]
[L : K]
.
The ratio in (2) appears frequently in weighted sums in the theory of heights, and
one should think of integrating with respect to this measure as a version of these
weighted sums. In particular, for any non-zero α ∈ k, the functions v 7→ log |α|v
and v 7→ log+ |α|v are both measurable, and satisfy∫
Mk
log |α|vdµ(v) = 0
(essentially the product formula) and∫
Mk
log+ |α|vdµ(v) = h(α).
This construction allows us to present a theory of local heights for correspondences.
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Theorem 1.8. Let C be a correspondence on X, polarized by an ample class L
and a real α > 1, let W = P \ pi∗(L), and fix a local height λX,L on X relative to
L. Then there exists a function
λˆX,C,L : W ×MK → R
such that the following hold:
(1) λˆX,C,L(·, v) : W (K)→ R is v-adically continuous.
(2)
λˆX,C,L(P, v) = λX,L (pi(P ), v) +O(1),
where the implied constant depends on the place.
(3) For some f ∈ k(C)⊗ R satisfying y∗L− αx∗L = div(f), we have
λˆX,C,L(σ(P ), v) = αλˆX,C,L(P, v) + log |f ◦ ε(P )|v,
where ε : P → C takes a path to the point on C which gives the first edge.
(4) For P ∈ P(K) function λˆX,C,L(P, ·) is measurable, and
hˆX,C,L(P ) =
∫
MK
λˆX,C,L(P, v)dµ(v).
1.5. Questions. Before proceeding with a more formal development, we pose a
few natural questions arising from the results in this paper. For this discussion, we
fix a number field K, a projective variety X (which, for the sake of simplicity, we
will assume to be PN), and a correspondence C on X .
Question 1.9. If the correspondence C is polarized by L, for which P ∈ P(K) do
we have hˆX,C,L(P ) = 0?
In the case of deterministic arithmetic dynamics, this is fairly well understood,
and even in the present context there are some obvious sufficient conditions. But
we also produce a class of examples in Section 3 which contradict what might be
an initial naive answer to Question 1.9.
In order to pose the next question, we note that it follows from Corollary 1.3
that there exists an B such that, if P ∈ P(K) is preperiodic, and pi(P ) ∈ X(K),
then there is a path Q ∈ P(K) with pi(P ) = pi(Q), and σn(Q) = σm(Q) for
some 0 ≤ m < n ≤ B. In other words, a preperiodic path whose initial vertex is
K-rational must share this initial vertex with a preperiodic path of bounded length.
Question 1.10. How uniform can we make the value B in the above remark? Is
there a value which depends only on the degrees of the coordinate projections, and
the degree of K (in the case X = PN )? Note that this is a generalization of the
uniform boundedness conjecture of Morton and Silverman [20].
2. Geometry of correspondences
In this section we define some notions needed in the geometry of a correspon-
dence. We may proceed with the following constructions in any category admitting
fibre products and inverse limits, but in order to keep things tangible we work in
the category of S-schemes, for some fixed scheme S. It is tempting to work in
the category of varieties over a field, but this too restrictive to allow a satisfactory
construction of the path space. The reader who is not interested in the content of
Section 4 could take S to be the spectrum of a field.
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Let X be a separated, integral S-scheme of finite type (i.e., a variety if S is
the spectrum of a field), and let C ⊆ X ×S X be a subscheme such that the
two projection maps are finite and surjective. Our first goal is to construct the
path space PC (we omit the subscript when the context makes it obvious) of the
correspondence on X defined by these data. To do this, we construct a sequence
of S-schemes parametrizing paths of finite length, and take P to be their inverse
limit. There is then a natural interpretation of the correspondence as a dynamical
system on P. In particular, there is a shift map σ : P → P which corresponds to
deleting the first vertex in a path.
Theorem 2.1. Let C be a correspondence on the S-scheme X. Then there exists a
separated, integral S-scheme P, surjective morphisms pi : P → X, ε : P → C, and
a finite surjective morphism σ : P → P making the following diagram commute.
P
pi

σ //
ε
  ❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
P
pi

X Cx
oo
y
// X
For a given path P ∈ P, we should think of pi(P ) ∈ X as the initial vertex of
P , ε(P ) ∈ C as the initial edge, and σ(P ) ∈ P as the path obtained by forgetting
both of these (or shifting along the path). Thus, the commutative diagram in the
statement of the theorem says roughly that the terminal vertex of the initial edge
of a path is the initial vertex of the path shifted once (and that the initial vertex
of the initial edge is also the initial vertex of the entire path).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We define a sequence of S-schemes Pn, along with mor-
phisms pin, τn : Pn → X , as follows. First, we take P1 = X , with pi1 = τ1 the
identity map. Now, for each n, we define Pn+1 to be the base extension
Pn+1
βn //
αn

C
x

Pn τn
// X
The maps pin+1, τn+1 are defined by τn+1 = y ◦ βn, and pin+1 = pin ◦ αn.
Intuitively, Pn parametrizes paths of length n, with initial and terminal ver-
tices given by pin and τn, respectively. By the fibre product construction, Pn+1
parametrizes pairs consisting of a path of length n and an edge, such that the ter-
minal vertex of the path matches the initial vertex of the edge; in other words, a
path of length n+ 1. Note that, by the standard properties of fibre products, each
Pn is a separated, integral scheme of finite type over S.
Now consider the inverse system of S-schemes
· · ·
αn+1
//Pn+1
αn // · · ·
α2 //P2
α1 //P1,
and let P = lim
←−
Pn (see [18, Chapter 31]). Note that P is not, in general, of finite
type over S. That P is a separated, integral S-scheme follows simply from the fact
that these properties are preserved under base extension and taking limits.
The inverse limit construction gives morphisms P → Pn for every n, which are
surjective and commute with the transition maps αn. Since P1 ∼= X and P2 ∼= C,
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we thus have surjective maps pi : P → X and ε : P → C which satisfy pi = x ◦ ε
(the left-hand-side of the claimed commutative diagram).
It remains to construct σ : P → P. Note that, by diagram chasing, we have
C×XPn ∼= Pn+1, with respect to the maps y : C → X and pin : Pn → X . In other
words, paths of length n+1 might just as well be constructed from paths of length
n by adding an edge at the beginning. Note that the resulting map Pn+1 → C
corresponds to α2 ◦ · · ·◦αn under the association C ∼= P2. Taking limits, this gives
(by [18, Chapter 39, Lemma 2.3])
C ×X P = C ×X lim←−
Pn = lim←−
(C ×X Pn) ∼= lim←−
Pn+1 = P,
where the latter is viewed as an X-scheme by pi : P → X , and C is viewed as an
X-scheme by y : C → X . Furthermore, the implied map C ×X P → C coincides,
from the construction, with ε : P → C. In other words, we have a base extension
diagram
P
ε

//P
pi

C y
// X,
and we call the top morphism σ. The fact that σ : P → P is finite, separated, and
surjective follows from it being a base extension of a finite, surjective morphism of
varieties.

The proof of the finiteness of σ : P → P belies the simplicity of the motivation.
Essentially, given a path Q there should exist only finitely many paths P with
σ(P ) = Q simply because there are only finitely many points on X which could be
the initial vertex of a path whose second vertex is pi(Q). This follows just because
the two projection maps C → X are finite.
In deterministic dynamics, the notion of preperiodicity is very important. There
are numerous possible generalizations of this to the dynamics of correspondences,
and we name three.
Definition 2.2. Let X be a projective variety, let C be a correspondence on X ,
let P be the associated path space, and let P ∈ P. We say that P is
(1) preperiodic if and only if there exist n 6= m with σn(P ) = σm(P );
(2) finitely supported if and only if the quantity pi ◦ σn(P ) takes only finitely
many values as n varies; and
(3) repetitive if and only if there exist n 6= m with pi ◦ σn(P ) = pi ◦ σm(P ).
We say that a ∈ X is constrained relative to the correspondence C if and only if
there exists a repetitive path P ∈ pi−1(a).
Remark 2.3. It is easy to see that every preperiodic path is finitely supported,
and every finitely supported path is repetitive, but in general the three conditions
are not equivalent (as they are in the deterministic case). Example 1.4 contains
paths which are finitely supported but not preperiodic, while Example 3.1 below
gives a path which is repetitive but not finitely supported. Note, however, that
the condition that there exists a repetitive path P with pi(P ) = a is equivalent to
the condition that there exists a preperiodic (and hence finitely supported) path P
with pi(P ) = a.
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Remark 2.4. For each n ≥ 2, let Pn be the S-scheme parametrizing paths of length
n as above, with initial and terminal vertices given by the maps pin, τn : Pn → X .
This gives a morphism (pin, τn) : Pn → X×SX . The points of X which land in the
image of this morphism under the diagonal embedding X → X ×S X are precisely
the initial vertices of cyclic paths of length n − 1. Since we should expect Pn to
have the same dimension as X , one should typically expect this intersection to be
0-dimensional, but additional hypotheses are needed to make this concrete.
3. The global canonical height
Let X be a projective variety over K, and let C be a correspondence over X .
Recall that C is polarized if and only if there is an ample (Cartier) divisor L ∈
Div(X)⊗ R and a real number α > 1 such that y∗L ∼ αx∗L, where x, y : C → X
are the coordinate projections. In this section we will prove Theorem 1.1.
Before proceeding with the proof, we note that nowhere do we use the condition
that L is ample. This condition arises in Corollary 1.3, and is likely to play a role
in the determination of where the canonical height vanishes.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let P ∈ P(K). By the standard properties of Weil heights [13,
Theorem B.3.2, p. 184], and the commutative diagram in Proposition 2.1, we have
hX,L (pi ◦ σ(P )) = hX,L(y ◦ ε(P ))
= hC,y∗L(ε(P )) +O(1)
= αhC,x∗L(ε(P )) + O(1)
= αhX,L(x ◦ ε(P )) +O(1)
= αhX,L(pi(P )) +O(1).
(Note in particular, that although P is not a point on a projective variety, both
pi(P ) and ε(P ) are, and so we are not applying the height machine out of context.)
Thus it follows that ∣∣α−1hX,L(pi ◦ σ(P ))− hX,L(pi(P ))∣∣ ≤ κ
for some constant κ ≥ 0, for all P ∈ P(K). We now apply a standard telescoping
sum argument, due to Tate (seen also in [8]). By the triangle inequality, we have
(3)∣∣α−nhX,L(pi ◦ σn(P ))− hX,L(pi(P ))∣∣ ≤ (1 + α−1 + · · ·+ α−n+1)κ ≤
(
α
α− 1
)
κ.
Applying this with σm(P ) in place of P , we have∣∣∣α−(m+n)hX,L(pi ◦ σm+n(P )) − α−mhX,L(pi ◦ σm(P ))
∣∣∣ ≤ α−m
(
α
α− 1
)
κ.
This shows that the sequence α−nhX,L(pi◦σn(P )) of real numbers is Cauchy, where-
upon the limit
hˆX,C,L(P ) = lim
n→∞
α−nhX,L(pi ◦ σ
n(P ))
exists. The first property in the theorem follows immediately from the definition,
while the second follows by taking the limit of (3) as n→∞. 
It is easy to see from the definition that hˆX,C,L(P ) = 0 when P is finitely
supported (and so when P is preperiodic), although this is not generally the case
when P is merely repetitive, as the following example shows.
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Example 3.1. Let C ⊆ P1 × P1 be the correspondence defined by (the closure of)
the curve y2 = x3 + 1. This correspondence is polarized, with L any ample divisor
on P1 and α = 3/2.
It is not hard to check, by making explicit the bound on the difference between
the canonical height and the Weil height, that any path P which begins as
P : 0→ 1→ 21/2 → (23/2 + 1)1/2 → · · ·
satisfies hˆX,C,L(P ) > 0. But now note that the repetitive path
Q : 0→ −1→ 0→ 1→ 21/2 → · · ·
satisfying σ2(Q) = P must have hˆX,C,L(Q) =
4
9 hˆX,C,L(P ) > 0. Indeed, we may use
this example to produce paths Q ∈ P(Q) of arbitrarily small positive canonical
height with pi(Q) ∈ P1(Q) (indeed, with pi(Q) = 0). This is a phenomenon not
present in deterministic arithmetic dynamics.
Remark 3.2. A` propos of the discussion that many interesting K-points of P are
not defined over any number field, it is worth noting that a path P ∈ P(K) is
finitely supported if and only if we have both hˆX,C,L(P ) = 0 and P ∈ P(E) for
some finite extension E/K. The question of when the vanishing of the canonical
height implies finite support of a path is thus intimately linked to the question of
which paths are defined over some number field. Note that if hˆX,C,L(P ) = 0 but
P is not E-rational for any finite E/K, then the points pi ◦ σn(P ) have unbounded
algebraic degree, and height zero with respect to a certain Weil height on X ; these
are precisely the antecedent conditions of many equidistribution results.
In general, it is not clear what conditions are necessary for hˆX,C,L(P ) = 0, even
over number fields (as opposed to functions fields, in which context we expect the
answer to be even more subtle [4, 6]). For instance, let X = P1 and let C ⊆ P1×P1
be the correspondence defined by the closure of y2 = x3. Then any P ∈ P(Q) with
pi(P ) a root of unity satisfies hˆX,C,L(P ) = 0, but there are certainly non-repeating
paths of this form.
More generally, if f, g : X → X are two finite morphisms whose set of preperiodic
points coincide, then the correspondence defined on X by g(y) = f(x) admits non-
repeating paths of canonical height zero. In light of characterizations such as those
in [5, Theorem 1.2], it would be of interest to determine whether or not these are
the only sorts of examples.
Before concluding this section, we note that there is a natural topology on P(K),
which we will call the tree topology. In particular, equip Pn(K) with the discrete
topology for all n, and define the tree topology on Pn(K) to be the weakest which
makes each of the projection maps P(K) → Pn(K) continuous. A base for this
topology is simply the collection of sets
UP,n =
{
Q ∈ P(K) : pi ◦ σm(Q) = pi ◦ σm(P ) for all 0 ≤ m ≤ n
}
,
for n ≥ 0 and P ∈ P(K). It is natural to ask how the canonical height behaves
with respect to this topology.
Proposition 3.3. The function hˆX,C,L : P(K)→ R is continuous with respect to
the tree topology, and each fibre Pa(K) = pi
−1(a) ⊆ P(K) is compact.
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Proof. The compactness of Pa(K) can be obtained as a general fact about inverse
limits of compact spaces, since Pa(K) is the inverse limit of Pa,n(K), a finite
discrete space for each n.
Note that we have constructed, above, a constant κ′ ≥ 0 such that for any
P ∈ P(K), we have ∣∣∣hˆX,C,L(P )− hX,L(pi(P ))
∣∣∣ ≤ κ′.
Now, supposing that Q ∈ UP,n, we have∣∣∣hˆX,C,L(P )− hˆX,C,L(Q)
∣∣∣ = α−n ∣∣∣hˆX,C,L(σn(P ))− hˆX,C,L(σn(Q))
∣∣∣
≤ α−n |hX,L(pi ◦ σ
n(P ))− hX,L(pi ◦ σ
n(Q))|
+α−n
∣∣∣hˆX,C,L(σn(P ))− hX,L(pi ◦ σn(P ))
∣∣∣
+α−n
∣∣∣hˆX,C,L(σn(Q))− hX,L(pi ◦ σn(Q))
∣∣∣
≤ 2α−nκ′,
since pi ◦σn(Q) = pi ◦σn(P ). In other words, given any ε > 0 there exists an n such
that ∣∣∣hˆX,C,L(P )− hˆX,C,L(Q)
∣∣∣ < ε
for all Q ∈ UP,n, whence the claim. 
Remark 3.4. In single-valued arithmetic dynamics [8], the canonical height is de-
fined on the base variety X , where here we have defined it on the path space P.
In light of the above proposition, it is natural to define two real-valued functions
on X(K) itself by
hˆX,C,L,max(a) = max
{
hˆX,C,L(P ) : pi(P ) = a
}
hˆX,C,L,min(a) = min
{
hˆX,C,L(P ) : pi(P ) = a
}
.
It is clear from Theorem 1.1 that both of these differ from any Weil height (on
X relative to L) by a bounded amount, and many interesting questions about the
canonical height can phrased in terms of hˆX,C,L,min in particular.
4. Specialization
We now state the specialization theorem, for which we must set the stage. Let
K be a number field, let U/K be a curve, and let k = K. By a family of polarized
correspondences over U , we mean simply a variety X → U with a correspondence
C ⊆ X ×U X , a divisor L ∈ Div(X) ⊗ R, and a real number α > 1 such that
y∗L − αx∗L is linearly equivalent to a divisor fibral to the projection C → U .
This is equivalent to requiring the generic fibre in the family to be a polarized
correspondence. From this definition it follows easily that there is an affine open
subset U0 ⊆ U such that for all t ∈ U0 the triple of fibres (Xt, Ct, Lt) defines a
polarized correspondence as defined above. We will always take U0 = U , paring
down to an open subset when necessary, although when we speak of heights on U
we of course mean heights on a projective curve birational to U .
From Section 2, we can construct the path space P of the correspondence as
a U -scheme. Just as in the arithmetic case, however, one should expect P(U) to
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be rather small and uninteresting, and similarly for P(V ) for any V → U of finite
type.
In analogy to the arithmetic case, let ϕ : U → U be a scheme not necessar-
ily of finite type over U , with ϕ dominant, and consider paths P ∈ P(U ) such
that pi(P ) ∈ X(U) (in other words, such that the map pi(P ) : U → X factors
through U). We can specialize such a path at points t ∈ U (k), and ask how
hˆXϕ(t),Cϕ(t),Lϕ(t)(Pt) varies as a function of t. We should note that the relative
non-specificity of U is misleading. Let U ′ → U be the limit of the inverse system
of curves V with a finite map V → U . Then it is straightforward to show that
any P : U → P such that pi(P ) : U → X factors through U , must in turn fac-
tor through some P ′ : U ′ → P. Without loss of generality, then, we will always
suppose that U = U ′. This is the geometric equivalent of working over K, rather
than an arbitrary field extension of K.
Recall that the generic fibre (over U) of a family of correspondences as above is a
polarized correspondence defined over the function field k(U), which we denote by
Xη, Cη, Lη. There is a natural height on Xη(k(U)) relative to Lη, corresponding on
k(U) to the degree of a function on U , and it is easy to check that the construction
of the canonical height in Section 3 works in this setting as well. In particular,
given any finite cover V → U and any morphism f : V → X , we have a correspond-
ing point fη ∈ Xη(k(U)) given by some embedding k(V ) → k(U), and we define
hXη,Lη(fη) accordingly; although the notation fη is ambiguous, depending on the
choice of embedding, the height is well-defined. We denote by hˆXϕ(η),Cϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(Pη)
the canonical height as computed on the generic fibre (noting that, since ϕ is dom-
inant and η is the generic point of U , ϕ(η) is the generic point of U).
Theorem 4.1, generalizing a result of the same name due to Call and Silver-
man [8], establishes that the canonical height varies nicely in such a family.
Theorem 4.1. In the setting above, let hU be a Weil height on U corresponding
to any divisor class of degree 1. Then
hˆXϕ(t),Cϕ(t),Lϕ(t)(Pt) =
(
hˆXϕ(η),Cϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(Pη) + o(1)
)
hU (ϕ(t)),
where o(1)→ 0 as hU (ϕ(t))→∞. In particular, if hˆXϕ(η),Cϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(Pη) > 0, then
the set
{ϕ(t) : Pt is finitely supported} ⊆ U(k)
is a set of bounded height.
The proof of the theorem comes in a series of lemmas, and follows the outline
of the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [8]. The following lemma is the analogue of [8,
Theorem 3.1], and is proven in the same way.
Lemma 4.2. Let X,C,L be a family of polarized correspondences over U , and let
hU be a degree-one height on U . Then there exist constants c1 and c2 such that for
all t ∈ U(K) and all P ∈ Pt(K),∣∣∣hˆXt,Ct,Lt(P )− hXt,Lt(pi(P ))
∣∣∣ ≤ c1hU (t) + c2
Proof. Write U˜ for the projective closure of U . Note that this lemma is the analogue
of [8, Theorem 3.1], but the proof is in fact simpler. We need not worry about
resolving the indeterminacy of rational maps, since the coordinate projections are
always morphisms. Now, by the hypothesis that y∗L − αx∗L is fibral, as in [8,
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Proof of Theorem 3.1] there is an effective divisor D on U˜ such that for the map
u : C → U we have
u∗D > y∗L− αx∗L > −u∗D.
Choosing H on U˜ ample such that nH +D and nH −D are both ample, we have
|hC,y∗L−αx∗L(Q)| ≤ nhU˜,H(u(Q)) +O(1)
for all Q on Y . Thus, for a given path P ∈ P(U),
|hXt,Lt(pi ◦ σ(Pt))− αhXt,Lt(pi(Pt))| = |hX,L(y ◦ ε(Pt))− αhXt,Lt(x ◦ ε(Pt))|
= |hY,y∗L(ε(Pt))− αhY,x∗L(ε(Pt))|
= |hC,y∗L−αx∗L(ε(Pt))|
≤ nhU˜ ,H(u ◦ ε(Pt)) +O(1)
= nhU˜ ,H(t) +O(1).
The result now follows from the fact that hU˜,H is bounded above by a multiple of
any given degree one height on U . 
Lemma 4.3. Let ψ : V → U be a finite cover, and let f : V → X be a morphism.
Then for any t ∈ V ,
hXψ(t),Lψ(t)(f(t)) = hXη ,Lη(fη)hU (ψ(t)) +O
(√
hU (ψ(t))
)
,
where the implied constant is allowed to depend on f .
Proof. Essentially by definition,
hXη ,Lη(fη) =
deg(f∗L)
[k(V ) : k(U)]
=
deg(f∗L)
deg(ψ)
.
Let D be the divisor relative to which h is defined, and let
E =
1
hXη,Lη(fη)
f∗L,
so that deg(E) = deg(D) = 1. Note that, by [19, Proposition 5.4, p. 115], we have
hU,E(t) = hU,D(t) +O
(√
hU,D(t)
)
.
Also, the embedding Xt → X pulls L back to Lt, and so for any t ∈ V we have,
hXt,Lt(f(t)) = hX,L(f(t))
= hV,f∗L(t) +O(1)
= hXη ,Lη(fη)hU,E(t) +O(1)
= hXη ,Lη(fη)hU,D(ψ(t)) +O
(√
hU,D(ψ(t))
)
.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let P ∈ P(U ) such that pi(P ) ∈ X(V ), for some finite
ψ : V → U that ϕ : U → U factors as ϕ = ψ ◦ ξ, for some ξ : U → V . We
may specialize P at t ∈ U (K) to obtain a path Pt ∈ Pϕ(t)(K). Note that, in this
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setting, pi(Pt) = pi(P )ξ(t) ∈ X(V ). Then interpreting pi(P ) as a morphism from V
to X , we have the following.∣∣∣hˆXϕ(t),Cϕ(t),Lϕ(t)(Pt)− hˆXϕ(η),Cϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(Pη)hU (ϕ(t))
∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣hˆXϕ(t),Cϕ(t),Lϕ(t)(Pt)− hXϕ(t),Lϕ(t)(pi(Pt))
∣∣∣
+
∣∣hXϕ(t),Lϕ(t)(pi(P )ξ(t))− hXϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(pi(P )η)hU (ψ ◦ ξ(t))∣∣
+
∣∣∣hXϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(pi(P )η)− hˆXϕ(η),Cϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(Pη)
∣∣∣hU (ϕ(t))
≤ c3hU (ϕ(t)) + c4
√
hU (ϕ(t)) + c5,
where c4 and c5 depend on V and P , but c3 depends only on X , C, L, and U . We
thus have
(4) lim sup
hU (ϕ(t))→∞
∣∣∣∣∣
hˆXϕ(t),Cϕ(t),Lϕ(t)(Pt)
hU (ϕ(t))
− hˆXϕ(η),Cϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(Pη)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ c3,
noting that this bound does not depend on P or the cover V → U .
Now, given our path P ∈ P(U ) satisfying pi(P ) ∈ X(U), note that Q = σn(P )
is a path Q ∈ P(U ) satisfying pi(Q) ∈ X(V ) for some finite ψ : V → U as above.
Thus we may apply the estimate (4) to the path Q = σn(P ), to obtain
lim sup
h(ϕ(t))→∞
∣∣∣∣∣
hˆXϕ(t),Cϕ(t),Lϕ(t)(Pt)
hU (ϕ(t))
− hˆXϕ(η),Cϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(Pη)
∣∣∣∣∣
= lim sup
hU (ϕ(t))→∞
α−n
∣∣∣∣∣
hˆXϕ(t),Cϕ(t),Lϕ(t)(Qt)
hU (ϕ(t))
− hˆXϕ(η),Cϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(Qη)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ α−nc3.
Since this holds for all n, and since the absolute value is non-negative, we have in
fact
lim
hU (ϕ(t))→∞
∣∣∣∣∣
hˆXϕ(t),Cϕ(t),Lϕ(t)(Pt)
hU (ϕ(t))
− hˆXϕ(η),Cϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(Pη)
∣∣∣∣∣ = 0.
This proves the main claim.
If the set
{ϕ(t) : Pt is finitely supported} ⊆ U(k)
is not of bounded height, then we may choose a sequence tn ∈ U (k) such that Ptn
is finitely supported for all n, and hU (ϕ(tn))→∞ with n. But then we have
0 = lim
n→∞
∣∣∣∣∣
hˆXϕ(t),Cϕ(t),Lϕ(t)(Pt)
hU (ϕ(t))
− hˆXϕ(η),Cϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(Pη)
∣∣∣∣∣ = hˆXϕ(η),Cϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(Pη)
since the fractional term always has vanishing numerator. 
As a corollary to the theorem, we note the following.
Corollary 4.4. In the setting of Theorem 4.1, consider a dominant morphism
ϕ : U → U and a path P ∈ P(U ) with hˆXϕ(η),Cϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(Pη) > 0. Then the set
{t ∈ U(K) : Ps is finitely supported for some ϕ(s) = t}
is a finite set.
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It would be of significant interest to determine the conditions under which
hˆXϕ(η),Cϕ(η),Lϕ(η)(Pη) = 0, but experience indicates that this is likely more chal-
lenging than the yet-unresolved number field case [4, 6].
5. Measured sets of absolute values and augmented divisors
In this section we lay out some of the basics needed for our discussion of local
canonical heights. The fundamental difference between this treatment and that in
[13, 19] is that we work in a fundamental way over the algebraic closure k = K of a
number field, which bars us from expressing global heights as weighted sums of local
heights in the usual way. The remedy is to employ Gubler’s theory of M -fields [12]
although, since the author developed this material independently before learning
of Gubler’s work, the presentation here differs slightly from [12].
Let k be a field. A measured set of absolute values on k will be a set Mk of
absolute values, along with a σ-algebra B of subsets, and a measure µ, such that
for every non-zero α ∈ k, the function v 7→ log |α|v is measurable. We will say that
such an object satisfies the product formula if and only if we have∫
Mk
log |α|vdµ(v) = 0
for any α ∈ k∗.
Here is a simple example to aid the reader’s intuition.
Example 5.1. Let k = Q, let MQ be the usual set of absolute values, let B be the
set of all subsets of MQ, and let µ be the counting measure. Then v 7→ log |α|v is
measurable for any α ∈ Q∗, since the function vanishes off of a finite set, and∫
Mk
log |α|vdµ(v) =
∑
v∈MQ
log |α|v = 0
by the standard product formula.
More generally, if k is a number field, Mk is the usual set of absolute values,
B is the power set of Mk, and µ is a weighted counting measure assigning weight
[kv : Qv]/[k : Q] to each v ∈ Mk, then this is a measured set of absolute values on
k satisfying the product formula.
We begin with a theorem ensuring that, for any number fieldK, there is a natural
way to view the set Mk of places of k = K as a measured set of absolute values.
In order to make the result somewhat more generally applicable, however, we relax
the condition that K is a number field. We say that the set of absolute values MK
on the field K is coherent if and only if, for every finite extension E/L/K and every
v ∈ML, we have
(5)
∑
w|v
[Ew : Lw] = [E : L],
where the sum is over extensions w of v to E. For instance, the usual set of
absolute values on a number field is coherent, as is the usual set of absolute values
on a function field in characteristic zero.
Theorem 5.2. Let K be a field, let MK be a coherent set of absolute values on K,
and let Mk be the set of absolute values on k = K which restrict on K to elements
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of MK . Then we may equip Mk with the structure of a measured set of absolute
values in such a way that for any finite L/K and w ∈Mk, the set
Aw,L = {v ∈Mk : v = w on L}
is measurable, and
µ(Aw,L) =
[Lw : Kw]
[L : K]
.
Proof. Fix an absolute value v ∈ MK , and let Mk,v be the set of absolute values
on k restricting on K to v. We write F0,v for the algebra of sets generated by
sets of the form Aw,L, for L/K finite and w ∈ ML, and define µv on F0,v as in
the statement of the theorem, extended to disjoint unions by additivity. Note that
the fact that µv is well-defined is precisely the coherence condition imposed on the
places of K. In particular, if E/L/K is a tower of finite extensions, then
µv(Aw,L) =
[Lw : Kw]
[L : K]
=
∑
u∈ME
u=w on L
[Eu : Ku]
[E : K]
=
∑
u∈ME
u=w on L
µv(Au,L).
We wish to show that µv extends to a measure on some σ-algebra, and so we recall
a special case of a theorem of Carathe´odory.
Theorem 5.3 (Carathe´odory Extension Theorem [?, p. 97]). Let X be a set, let B
be an algebra of subsets of X, and let µ : B → R be a function such that µ(∅) = 0,
and
(6) µ

⋃
i≥0
Bi

 =∑
i≥0
µ(Bi)
for any sequence Bi ∈ B of disjoint sets whose union happens to be in B. Then µ
extends to a measure on a σ-algebra containing B. Furthermore, if µ is σ-finite on
B, then this extension is unique.
Remark 5.4. Carathe´odory’s theorem is proven by extending µ to an outer measure
µ∗ on X . Taking F to be the collection of subsets A ⊆ X satisfying
µ∗(E) = µ∗(E ∩A) + µ∗(E \A)
for every E ⊆ X , it is shown that B ⊆ F , and that F is the maximal σ-algebra to
which µ∗ restricts as a measure. If we take F to be this maximal σ-algebra (rather
than some smaller σ-algebra containing B), then the construction is unique.
Lemma 5.5. The function µv extends uniquely to a measure on some σ-algebra
Fv containing F0,v.
Proof. We need only show that F0,v and µ meet the conditions of Theorem 5.3,
which really comes down to establishing (6). The facts that µv(∅) = 0 and
µv(Mk,v) = 1 are immediate, while the (finite) additivity of µv follows immedi-
ately from (5). The σ-additivity is the main content of the lemma.
Note that, if we take the sets Aw,L as the basis for a topology onMk,v, then this
space is naturally the inverse limit of the spaces ML,v with the discrete topology,
for L/K finite. Since these spaces are compact and Hausdorff, so is Mk,v. Now,
suppose we have Bi ∈ F0,v. Note that the elements of F0,v are both open and
closed, and so if
⋃
i≥0 Bi ∈ F0,v, there must be a finite subcollection of the Bi with
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the same union. But these sets are disjoint, and hence all but finitely many are
empty. Now σ-additivity follows from finite additivity. 
We now show quickly that one may construct a disjoint union of a collection of
measure spaces.
Lemma 5.6. Let Xi be disjoint sets, for i ∈ I, let Fi be a σ-algebra on Xi, and let
µi be a measure on Fi. Then there is a σ-algebra F on X =
⋃
Xi and a measure
µ on F such that, for each i, Fi ⊆ F and µi is the restriction to Fi of µ.
Proof. Let F be the collection of subsets B ⊆ X with the property that B∩Xi ∈ Fi
for all i. It is easy to check that F is a σ-algebra, and of course Fi ⊆ F for all i.
We can define µ on F by
µ(B) =
∑
i∈I
µi(B ∩Xi).
Checking that this is a measure involves interchanging two sums, both of non-
negative real numbers. 
Applying the construction given by Lemma 5.6 to produce from the probability
spaces (Mk,v,Fv, µv) a measure space (Mk,F , µ), we have proven the theorem.
Note that, ifMK is countable (as is the case when K is a number field, or the func-
tion field of a curve over a countable field), then this measure space is a countable
disjoint union of probability spaces (the spaces (Mk,v,Fv, µv) each have total mass
1), and hence is σ-finite. 
Given the notion of a measured set of absolute values, and the existence of a
natural such structure on K for any number field K, we formulate an appropriate
notion of local heights on certain sorts of schemes. Our notion is motivated by the
construction via Ne´ron divisors [19, Chapter 10], but we introduce a class of objects
which do not quite restrict to the notion of a Ne´ron divisor on a variety. It would
be possible to complete much of this construction with a more direct generalization
of Ne´ron divisors, but the measure-theoretic context makes another construction
more natural.
Given a measured set Mk of absolute values on k, the appropriate analogue of
an MK-constant in the sense of [19] is an element of L
1(Mk). Note that such
functions are not precisely MK-constants, even on MQ with the counting measure.
In particular, if we enumerate the places of Q as v1 the archimedean place, v2 the
2-adic place, v3 the 3-adic place, et cetera, then γ(vn) = 2
−n ∈ L1(MQ). But γ is
not finitely supported, and hence is not an MQ-constant in the sense of [19]. On
the other hand, if K is a number field and γ is anMK-constant in the sense of [19],
then γ ∈ L1(MK) simply because γ is finitely supported.
As usual, a Cartier divisor on a k-scheme X is represented by a cover Ui, for
i ∈ I, by affine open sets, along with a collection of rational functions fi ∈ k(Ui),
subject to the condition that fi/fj and fj/fi are both regular on Ui ∩ Uj , for any
choice of indices. As is conventional, we take a Cartier divisor to be a maximal
such data, with the Cartier divisors represented by (Ui, fi) and (Ui, gi) identified
if and only if fi/gi and gi/fi are regular on each Ui. The zero divisor will then be
defined by fU = 1 for all U ⊆ X . The support Supp(D) is defined by the condition
that P ∈ U ⊆ X is in the support of D if and only if fU or 1/fU is not regular at
P .
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We now define an augmented divisor to be a Cartier divisor (Ui, fi) with an
additional piece of information αi : Ui(k)×Mk → R for each i ∈ I such that
(1) αi(·, v) : Ui(k)→ R is v-adically continuous for each v ∈Mk,
(2) αi(P, ·) is measurable for each P ∈ Ui(k),
(3) |αi(P, v)| ≤ γ(v) for some γ ∈ L1(Mk) and all P ∈ Ui(k), v ∈Mk,
(4) log |fi(P )/fj(P )|v = αi(P, v)− αj(P, v) on Ui ∩ Uj .
Note that, if k is a number field equipped with the above weighted counting measure,
then every Ne´ron divisor in the sense of [19, Chapter 10] is an augmented divisor.
We shall abuse notation and use the same symbol for an augmented divisor as for
its underlying Cartier divisor.
To each augmented divisor D = (Ui, fi, αi), we associate a local height (i.e., a
Weil function)
λX,D : (X(k) \ Supp(D))×Mk → R
by
λX,D(P, v) = − log |fi(P )|v + αi(P, v)
for any P ∈ Ui. That this is well-defined follows from item (4) in the definition.
Given a scheme X over an algebraically closed field k with a measured set of
absolute values, we will write Div(X) for the set of Cartier divisors, and ADiv(X)
for the set of augmented divisors. It is clear that both are abelian groups in a
natural way, and that there is a homomorphism
(7) ADiv(X)→ Div(X)
obtained by forgetting the functions αi. As remarked, in the case where X is a
projective variety we have NDiv(X) ⊆ ADiv(X) in a natural way, where NDiv(X)
denotes the group of Ne´ron divisors, and the fact that NDiv(X) → Div(X) is
surjective is more-or-less the content of the local height machine. It is then of great
interest to determine when the corresponding map (7) is surjective.
In order to give an answer to this question in the relevant case, we will say that
a k-scheme X is a provariety if and only if it can be exhibited as the limit of an
inverse system of projective varieties over k with finite transition maps.
Lemma 5.7. Let X be a provariety over k. Then every Cartier divisor on X
is the pull-back of a Cartier divisor through some morphism f : X → X to a
projective variety. As a consequence, the homomorphism ADiv(X ) → Div(X ) is
surjective.
Proof. Suppose that we are given a Cartier divisor D on X by the data (Ut, gt),
with indices t ∈ T . Let I be a partially ordered set, and let (Xi, fij) be an inverse
system of varieties over k such that X = lim
←−
Xi. We have canonical (affine) maps
fi : X → Xi, for each i ∈ I. By [18, Chapter 31, Lemma 3.8] each Ut can be
expressed as Ut = f
−1
it
(Vit) for some it ∈ I and some affine open Vit ⊆ Xit . If we
pare down the Ut to a finite cover, all of these maps factor through some particular
index 0 ∈ I, and so we may write Ut = f
−1
0 (Vt) for some affine opens Vt ⊆ X0.
Now, since the sheaf of rational functions on X is the colimit of the sheaves of
rational functions on the Xi (essentially by definition [18, Chapter 31, Lemma 2.2]),
each gt ∈ k(Ut) must be the pull-back to Ut of some rational function hit ∈
k(f−1it0 (Ut)). Again, now that the index set T is finite, we can assume without
loss of generality that it = 0 for all t, and so gt ∈ k(Ut) is the pull-back of some
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ht ∈ k(Vt). But now we have some data (Vt, ht) representing a Cartier divisor D
on some X0, and by construction D = f
∗
0 (D).
Since X0 is a projective variety, the Cartier divisor D on X0 admits the struc-
ture of a Ne´ron divisor [19, Theorem 3.5, p. 261]. We may simply pull back this
additional structure to D . If βt : Vt×Mk → R are the functions making D a Ne´ron
divisor, it is easy to check that αt(P, v) = βt(f(P ), v) gives a collection of functions
αt giving D the structure of an augmented divisor. 
Remark 5.8. For the purposes of this section, it would be sufficient to define a Ne´ron
divisor on X to be one that is the pull-back of a Ne´ron divisor on some projective
variety X → X . This approach seems less natural given the measure-theoretic
setting, but also causes significant problems in the application of Lemma 6.2 below.
Lemma 5.9. Let X be a provariety over k. If D is an augmented divisor whose
corresponding Cartier divisor is trivial, then λX ,D(P, ·) ∈ L1(Mk) for each P ∈
X \ Supp(D), and the value of the integral∫
Mk
λX ,D(P, v)dµ(v)
is bounded independent of P .
Proof. Let U be an affine open on which D is given by the data (U, f, α). Note
that since D is trivial, both f and 1/f are regular on U . As in the proof of the
previous lemma, we may choose a projective variety X , an affine open V , a rational
function h ∈ k(V ), and a morphism g : X → X such that U = g−1(V ), and such
that f = h ◦ g. Now, log |f(P )|v = log |h(g(P ))|v, and so if X , V , h, and g(P )
are defined over the finite extension L/K then this function is constant on sets of
the form Aw,L. Since it also vanishes off of a finite collection of sets of this form,
it is L1. The function α(P, ·) is measurable and bounded by an L1 function, and
hence is L1. Now λX,D(P, ·) is the sum of two L1 functions, and hence is itself L1.
Similarly, the fact that λX,D(·, v) is v-adically continuous on U follows from the
same fact for log |f(·)|v and α(·, v).
Now, since f is regular at P , the product formula gives∫
Mk
log |f(P )|vdµ(v) = 0.
It follows that,∣∣∣∣
∫
Mk
λX ,D(P, ·)dµ(v)
∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣
∫
Mk
− log |f(P )|vdµ(v)
∣∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣∣
∫
Mk
α(P, v)dµ(v)
∣∣∣∣
≤
∫
Mk
|α(P, v)| dµ(v)
≤
∫
Mk
γ(v)dµ(v),
where γ is the L1 function ensured by the definition. This bound is independent of
P , and hence of U . 
In light of Lemma 5.7, for any Cartier divisor D on X , we may define
hX ,D(P ) = hX,D(f(P ))
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for any projective variety f : X → X and Cartier divisor D such that D = f∗D.
The proof of Lemma 5.7 ensures that any divisor on X can be so exhibited, and
the usual functoriality properties of the Weil height [13, Theorem B.3.2, p. 184]
show that the definition is independent of the choice of X , at least up to a bounded
error term. Indeed, all of the basic properties one would like about heights on
provarieties follow quickly from the corresponding properties for varieties.
Remark 5.10. The observation that heights on provarieties have essentially the
same properties as heights on projective varieties gives another approach to the
construction of the canonical height hˆX,C,L. Note that the relation y
∗L ∼ αx∗L,
in concert with the commutative diagram in Theorem 2.1 implies
σ∗L = σ∗pi∗L = ε∗y∗L ∼ ε∗ (αx∗L) = αpi∗L = αL .
In particular, one has a morphism of k-schemes σ : P → P satisfying
hP,L (σ(P )) = αhP,L (P ) +O(1),
and one can dispatch with the correspondence entirely, and use the (suddenly ap-
plicable) arguments in [8] to construct the canonical height.
We have avoided this approach both because it takes the emphasis off of the un-
derlying correspondence, and also because the machinery required by the arguments
in Section 3 is far more elementary.
Theorem 5.11. Let X be a provariety over k, and let D be an augmented divisor
on X . Then we have
hX ,D(P ) =
∫
Mk
λX ,D(P, v)dµ(v) +O(1),
for all P 6∈ Supp(D).
Proof. As shown in the proof of Lemma 5.7, there exists a projective variety f :
X → X and a divisor D on X such that D = f∗D. If λX,D is the local height
associated to some Ne´ron divisor on D, and if X , f(P ), and D are defined over the
finite extension L/K, then we have∫
Mk
λX,D(f(P ), v)dµ(v) =
∑
v∈ML
[Lv : Kv]
[L : K]
λX,D(f(P ), v)
= hX,D(f(P )),
since the function λX,D(f(P ), ·) is constant on sets of the form Av,L for v ∈ML, in
the notation of Theorem 5.2. On the other hand, we have hX ,D(P ) = hX,D(f(P ))+
O(1) by definition. It thus suffices to show that∫
Mk
(λX ,D(P, v) − λX,D(f(P ), v)) dµ(v)
is bounded independent of P . But this follows from Lemma 5.9. Specifically,
(P, v) 7→ λX,D(f(P ), ·) is a local height on X relative to D = f∗D, and so the
difference (P, v) 7→ λX ,D(P, v) − λX,D(f(P ), v) is a local height on X relative
to some augmented divisor E whose underlying Cartier divisor is trivial (simply
because the forgetful map ADiv(X)→ Div(X) is a homomorphism). 
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6. Local canonical heights
In this section we construct local canonical heights for a polarized correspondence
defined over the algebraic closure k of a number field. We equip Mk with the
structure of a σ-finite measure space, with measure µ, as in the previous section.
In order to state the theorem, let X be a projective variety over k, and let C be a
correspondence on X polarized by L and α > 1. Construct P as in Section 2, and
to simplify notation let L = pi∗L.
Theorem 6.1. Given the data above, there exists a function
λˆX,C,L : (P(k) \ Supp(L ))×Mk → R
such that the following hold:
(1) The function λˆX,C,L is the local height function associated to some aug-
mented divisor on P with Cartier divisor L .
(2) For some rational function f ∈ k(C)∗⊗R, for all P ∈ P(k) with ε(P ) not
a zero or pole of f , and all v ∈Mk,
λˆX,C,L(σ(P ), v) = αλˆX,C,L(P, v)− log |f ◦ ε(P )|v.
(3) For all P ∈ P(k),
hˆX,C,L(P ) =
∫
Mk
λˆX,C,L(P, v)dµ(v).
The proof requires a lemma extending an argument dating back to Tate, present
also in [8].
Lemma 6.2. Fix a set X , a measure space Y, and a real number α > 1. Suppose
also that we are given a topology on each fibre of X ×Y, and a function ϕ : X → X
such that the induced function from X × Y to itself is continuous on each fibre.
Finally, suppose we are given a function γ : X × Y → R which
(1) is bounded;
(2) is continuous on fibres of X × Y → Y;
(3) is measurable on fibres of X × Y → X ; and
(4) vanishes off of X ×W , for some set W ⊆ Y of finite measure.
Then there exists a unique bounded function γˆ : X ×Y → R, continuous in the first
coordinate and integrable in the second, with
(8) γ(x, y) = γˆ(ϕ(x), y) − αγˆ(x, y)
for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y.
Proof. The construction is based on [8, Lemma 2.2]. First, let Z be the set of
functions F : X × Y → R which are bounded, continuous on fibres of X × Y → Y,
and measurable fibres of X × Y → X . Note that γ ∈ Z by hypothesis, and the
supremum norm gives Z the structure of a Banach space.
As in [8, Proof of Lemma 2.2], we let γˆ ∈ Z denote the unique fixed point of the
contraction δ 7→ S(δ) on Z given by
S(δ)(x, y) =
1
α
(δ(ϕ(x), y) − γ(x, y)) .
The relation (8) holds by definition. It remains to show that γˆ is in fact integrable
(not merely measurable) in the second coordinate.
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Choose W ⊆ Y of finite measure such that γ vanishes off of X ×W . Then the
same is true for Sn(γ), for every n, and hence for γˆ. Any function which is bounded,
measurable, and supported on a set of finite measure is integrable. 
Proof of Theorem 1.8. Let λX,L be some local height function, given by a Ne´ron
divisor, and let f ∈ k(C)∗ ⊗ R be a rational function with
div(f) = y∗L− αx∗L.
Note that, by the basic properties of local heights [13, Theorem B.8.1, p. 239] we
have
λX,L(pi ◦ σ(P ), v) = λX,L(y ◦ ε(P ), v)
= λC,y∗L(ε(P ), v) +O(1)
= λC,αx∗L+div(f)(ε(P ), v) +O(1)
= λC,αx∗L(ε(P ), v) + λC,div(f)(ε(P ), v) +O(1)
= αλX,L(x ◦ ε(P ), v) + λC,div(f)(ε(P ), v) +O(1)
= αλX,L(pi(P ), v)− log |f ◦ ε(P )|v +O(1),
for any P ∈ P(k) so long as pi(P ), pi ◦ σ(P ) are not in the support of L, and f
and 1/f are regular at ε(P ). Note that the bound implied by the O(1) notation is
independent of P . Also, since we are applying [13, Theorem B.8.1, p. 239] in some
number field L over which X , C, L, f are all defined, we may take the O(1) bound
to be constant on sets of the form Aw,L ⊆ Mk, and to vanish on all but finitely
many of those. In other words, if we set
γ(P, v) = λX,L(pi ◦ σ(P ), v) − αλX,L(pi(P ), v) + log |f ◦ ε(P )|v,
then we have just shown γ to be a bounded, measurable function which vanishes off
(P(k) \ Supp(L ) ∪ Supp(σ∗L ))×W , for some set W of finite measure. We wish
to show that γ extends to a function on P(k)×Mk which meets the conditions of
Lemma 6.2.
Let U ⊆ X be an affine open on which L is defined locally by g = 0, and let
λX,L be defined by
λX,L(P, v) = − log |g(P )|v + β(P, v).
Then, where defined,
γ(P, v) = − log |g ◦ pi ◦ σ(P )|v + β(pi ◦ σ(P ), v) + α log |g ◦ pi(P )|v
−αβ(pi(P ), v) − log |f ◦ ε(P )|v
= log |h(P )|v + β(pi ◦ σ(P ), v)− αβ(pi(P ), v)(9)
for
h =
(g ◦ pi)α
(f ◦ ε) (g ◦ pi ◦ σ)
.
But by hypothesis, h and 1/h are regular on U (since this function defines the trivial
Cartier divisor), and so (9) gives an extension of γ to a bounded function on all of
U ×Mk, continuous in the first variable and measurable in the second. Covering
P by finitely many affine opens allows us to so extend γ to all of P(k)×Mk.
We may now apply Lemma 6.2 to γ to produce a unique bounded function
γˆ : P(k)×Mk → R, continuous in the first variable and integrable in the second,
such that
γ(P, v) = γˆ(σ(P ), v) − αγˆ(P, v).
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Given this, we set
λˆX,C,L(P, v) = λX,L(pi(P ), v) − γˆ(P, v).
Immediately from the definition we have
λˆX,C,L(σ(P ), v) = λX,L(pi ◦ σ(P ), v) − γˆ(σ(P ), v)
= αλX,L(pi(P ), v) − log |f ◦ ε(P ))|v + γ(P, v)− γˆ(σ(P ), v)
= αλX,L(pi(P ), v) − log |f ◦ ε(P ))|v − αγˆ(P, v)
= αλˆx,C,L(P, v)− log |f ◦ ε(P ))|v
wherever both sides are defined. We also note that, since γˆ is continuous in the first
coordinate, measurable in the second, and bounded by an L1 function of the second
coordinate, the function λˆX,C,L is the local height associated to some augmented
divisor with underlying Cartier divisor L.
We now aim to prove that these local canonical heights indeed sum to the global
canonical height, following the same argument as in [8, Theorem 2.3]. We may
define
(10) h∗(P ) =
∫
Mk
λˆX,C,L(P, v)dµ(v)
for P 6∈ Supp(L ). We wish to show that this function extends to P(k).
Note that, if g ∈ k(X), then L′ = L − div(g) also offers a polarization of the
correspondence in question. If we take as a local height λX,L−div(g) the function
λX,L′(P, v) = λX,L(P, v) + log |g(P )|v,
then we see that
y∗L′ − αx∗L′ = y∗L− αx∗L− y∗ div(g) + αx∗ div(g) = div(f ′),
for f ′ = (g ◦ x)αf/g ◦ y. From this, note that defining γ as above relative to this
divisor gives
γ′(P, v) = λX,L′(pi ◦ σ(P ), v) − αλX,L′(pi(P ), v) + log |f
′ ◦ ε(P )|v
= λX,L(pi ◦ σ(P ), v) + log |g ◦ pi ◦ σ(P )|v − αλX,L(pi(P ), v)
−α log |g ◦ pi(P )|v + log
∣∣∣∣ (f ◦ ε(P ))(g ◦ x ◦ ε(P ))
α
(g ◦ y ◦ ε(P ))
∣∣∣∣
v
= λX,L(pi ◦ σ(P ), v) − αλX,L(pi(P ), v) + log |f ◦ ε(P )|v
= γ(P, v),
Since pi ◦ σ = y ◦ ε and pi = x ◦ ε. In other words, the function γ constructed above
depends only on the linear equivalence class of L, and hence so does the function
γˆ. This gives
λˆX,C,L′(P, v) = λˆX,C,L(P, v) + log |g(P )|v,
wherever both sides are defined, and hence by the product formula∫
Mk
λˆX,C,L(P, v)dµ(v) =
∫
Mk
λˆX,C,L′(P, v)dµ(v)
(for any P 6∈ Supp(L ) ∪ Supp(L ′)).
By a standard argument, for any given P ∈ P(k) we can find some L′ ∼ L
such that pi(P ) 6∈ Supp(L′), and hence (10) extends to a well-defined function
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h∗ : P(k)→ R. Now, since λˆX,C,L is in particular a local height on P relative to
L , we have by Theorem 5.11 and Theorem 1.1 that
(11) h∗(P ) =
∫
Mk
λˆX,C,L(P, v)dµ(v) = hP,L (P ) +O(1) = hˆX,C,L(P ) +O(1).
But note that, for
(12) P 6∈ Supp(L ) ∪ Supp(σ∗L )
we have
h∗(σ(P )) =
∫
Mk
λˆX,C,L(σ(P ), v)dµ(v)
=
∫
Mk
αλˆX,C,L(P, v)dµ(v) −
∫
Mk
log |fi ◦ ε(P )|vdµ(v)
= αh∗(P ).
As usual, we can always replace L by a linearly equivalent divisor so that all terms
are defined at P , and hence we have h∗(σ(P )) = αh∗(P ) for all P ∈ P(k). This in
turn yields∣∣∣h∗(P )− hˆX,C,L(P )
∣∣∣ = α−n ∣∣∣h∗(σn(P ))− hˆX,C,L(σn(P ))
∣∣∣ = O(α−n),
where the implied constant depends only on X , C, and L. Letting n→∞, we have
h∗ = hˆX,C,L, as claimed. 
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